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HI HO, HI HO, IT’S OFF
TO THE FUTURE WE GO
Festivities for the Würth Group’s 60th anniversary
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“Unbelievable” response to bakery blaze
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A1 launch for Brands Hatch
Partnership opens up new market

Motor dealership‘s driving ambition
Legends thrill tennis fans

Always worth an expedition: De Boer’s world of tents.
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A few years ago COVERSTORY first set sail to discover, experience and report about the
world of De Boer. Our corporate magazine has been such a success that we decided to not
only expand our international event guide to 36 pages, but also to modernise its layout.
Each year De Boer’s world becomes even greater and more colourful! For instance, last year
alone we opened up two new sales offices in Paris and Barcelona. During 2006 further new
offices will follow in Vienna, Berlin, Hamburg, Munich and Geneva as well as two additional
sites in France.
And 2006 promises to be an exciting year for our company with De Boer featuring at some
of the world’s biggest events including the Winter Olympic Games in Turin and the Asian
Games in Qatar. Our office in Doha has carried out excellent work to secure the Asian Games
contract and will be developing further business opportunities across the Gulf Region throughout the year. And last, but not least, the Football World Cup in Germany will play an important
part in making the year 2006 one of the, if not the, most successful years in the 80-year history of De Boer. It is the latest impressive chapter in our success story, but the book is not
complete and we strive for further great achievements.
Our determination to maintain our position as market leaders is underpinned by the fact that
no other company from this sector invests in the development of new products as much as
we do. A perfect example is the prototype of a mobile, ready-to-open supermarket that we
recently presented to enthused representatives of the international food industry in Alkmaar,
Holland. The developments and additions to our business model are all designed to deliver
the best possible service to you, our valued customers, and to ensure that no matter how difficult the challenge, De Boer has the perfect solution.

Koos Tesselaar – CEO De Boer Group
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GAME, SET AND MATCH
Legends thrill tennis fans

What do Goran Ivanisevic, Cedric Pioline, Thomas Muster, Andrea
Gaudenzi, John McEnroe, Andres Gomez,
Emilio Sanchez and
Gilad Bloom have in
common? While their
active days of professional tennis may be
behind them – their
days as great tennis
entertainers are not. And this is great
news for high-profile tournaments such
as the Croatian Classics, which are enlivened and enriched by these still-youthful superstars.
Tournaments like the Croatian Classics are
growing more and more popular, largely because of the players’ personalities. The larger-than-life charm of John McEnroe proves
as irresistible today as it did back in the 80s.
The same goes for the enjoyable playing
style of Emilio Sanchez – or for the unparal-

Vanessa Mae starred playing the violin.

Best view: The sun terrace at the centre court.
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After the game …

leled serves of Goran Ivanisevic. But the
entertainment really begins when these professionals and connoisseurs come together,
just as they did last summer when in the
Croatian town of Novi Vinodolski the stage
was set for this colourful event.
World-class tennis was not the only attraction of the tournament, running from June
13th to 18th on the premises of the NOVI
Hotel & Resort. Around the tennis courts a
whole entertainment programme, with lots to
see and experience, was set up for the more
than 1,000 guests. At the opening ceremony
dinner, attended by Boris Becker and Diego
Maradona, none other than Vanessa Mae
provided acoustical delights. Meanwhile the
Roberto Cavalli Class Fashion Show offered
plenty of voguish esprit.
And of course, no-one can forget the remarkable Players’ Night, where some of the tennis
stars spontaneously formed a boy band and
delighted female fans with their vocal talents.

… and before the fun begins!

All in all this was a highly successful event,
whose charm also stemmed from the extraordinary location – a centre court overlooking
the beach, vis-à-vis the Adriatic Island Krk.
Who could imagine a more enjoyable setting
for world-class tennis and spectacular entertainment programme than this light and
breezy holiday ambience?
It was not an easy task for De Boer to provide
the icing on the cake, but the company succeeded. The fully air-conditioned tent ensemble of a 2,000 square metre Delta structure, two 200 square metre Alu Halls and six
Pyramid tents blended perfectly with the
breath-taking surroundings. The seats on the
lavishly installed sun terrace were also in
high demand – because from here, the tournament goings-on were always in perfect
(sea) view.
The Croatian Classics in Novi Vinodolski –
an exceptional tournament in an exceptional
setting. Game, Set and Match De Boer!

Becker Sen., Diego Maradona, Becker Jun.

AUSTRIAN STORY

AT THE TOP OF THE FOOD CHAIN
The economic congress of the food industry in Budapest

When top representatives of the food
industry meet in Budapest from all over
the world, they naturally do not just meet
anywhere, but in the most beautiful part
of the capital: The Buda Castle Quarter.
A medieval town situated in the heart of
the big city that, every year, puts a romantic spell on thousands of visitors with its
atmospheric alleys, old buildings, gas
lamps and fascinating monuments.
Located in the centre of this enchanting
quarter is the Budapest History Museum. On
June 24th, its courtyard was transformed into
the venue for an extraordinary event. Surrounded by historical ruins, the food industry
congress, in cooperation with the agencies
Ormès and IMS, organised its festive and
crowning finale. And before CEOs, presidents and top managers from the food industry world could enjoy the culinary highlights
of the final banquet, they were given a special
Hungarian welcome to the Castle Quarter.
To the rhythmic accompaniment of a brass
band everyone strolled over to the cocktail
party taking place a few alleys further down

at the Hunyadi Court. Hungarian snacks, refreshing drinks and sweeping melodies of
the world-famous Rajko Orchestra kept everyone in high spirits.

nary and musical highlights – while the glass
sides and transparent roof guaranteed unobstructed views of the picturesque setting
of the heritage-listed courtyard.

And on a warm summer evening the 800
guests then moved on to the spectacular
gala dinner hosted in an air-conditioned
state-of-the-art De Boer structure situated
in the museum’s courtyard. A 1,650 square
metre Jumbo Hall provided the perfect environment for the pleasure of numerous culi-

A mouth-watering evening was rounded off
with spectacular entertainment including an
operetta potpourri performed by famous Hungarian artists and, not to be forgotten, an
impressive laser show as closing acts highlighted Budapest as an exclusive location for
this event.

The 1,650 square metre fully air-conditioned and glassed Jumbo Hall …

… provided room for more than 800 guests.

COVERSTORY 01-2006
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ALL THAT JAZZ? JAZZ PLEASE!
The Blue Note Festival 2005 – featuring De Boer!

ence and artist easily melt into one single
rhythmic unit, in a setting of excellent acoustics and perfect lighting, which would not
have been possible without this breath-taking tent!”
THE WORLD OF JAZZ
INSIDE A DE BOER TENT!

Business comes …

Easy, jazzy, groovy, funky, sexy – people
who believe that jazz is simply music are
definitely mistaken. Jazz is a lot more
than that. Jazz is culture, freedom, life. It
is nothing static, but something dynamic
that carries you away; something that
never stops changing. The sources of this
constant development can be found in
the music itself, in the spirit, but most of
all in its fans. Their numbers increase not
only in the United States, but also in Europe, for many reasons. One key factor is
the Blue Note Festival in Gent, Belgium.
The festival, which was named after the legendary New York record label, has filled the
European jazz community with enthusiasm
since 2002. And it continues to grow! While
6,000 fans showed up in the first summer to
take in all sorts of classic and modern styles,
the number of visitors was to grow immensely over the following years. In 2003, 11,000
showed up and then 17,000 visitors in 2004.
From July 14th to 24th of last year more than
25,000 fans followed the call of illustrious
names such as Ravi Coltrane, John Scofield,
Van Morrison, McCoy Tyner and Buena Vista Social Club. For ten days and nights, they
turned Gent’s abbey gardens into the Mecca
of the international jazz community.
6
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JAZZ LEGENDS – LIVE IN GENT!

Gent has become famous not only among
the audience, but it is also turning into the
place to play for the scene’s top acts. There
are reasons for that. No one could have put
it better than Mr John Scofield when he said:
“I have been working in the music business
for quite some years now, but I have never
seen anything like this at a festival before.
Such a perfect balance of professionalism
and passion for the music! And then the
uniquely intimate atmosphere where audi-

… before pleasure!

A tent? That’s right! De Boer also had its gig
at last year’s Blue Note Festival. And what a
show it was! Because, in all modesty, the
excellent combination of a 1,800 square metre Euro Jumbo Hall, a 200 square metre
walkway and various catering pavilions blended perfectly with the musical setting. For
example, on the first weekend, when the
more classical part of the festival was taking
place, more than 3,500 seats, standing room
for 500 and a specially installed VIP stand
were available. The second weekend was all
about ultra-modern jazz. So De Boer quickly changed the concert hall into a stylish
dance hall with room for an audience of more
than 4,500 enthusiastic dancers and even
some of the trees from the abbey’s garden.
The Blue Note Festival 2005 – once more a
much celebrated highlight for the audience,
the artists and the hosts. And this success
makes De Boer all the more hopeful of being
able to strike the right key again this year.

BELGIAN STORY

TOYOTA, POWERED BY DE BOER
Strong team performance at the Formula 1 Grand Prix in Spa-Francorchamps

For the drivers, Spa-Francorchamps remains one of the favourite circuits of the
Formula One calendar. But unfortunately
the weather seems to have a different
view of the traditional Ardennes course
because whenever the Formula One circus puts up its tents in Belgium, the
heavens open. Heavy rainfall is one of the
championship’s unwritten laws – and last
year proved no exception.
On the weekend of September 10th and 11th,
there were also showers of compliments –
especially for the Toyota Team, which proved
convincing both on and off the track. For the

on-track part, Ralf Schumacher was largely
responsible. He was not only the fastest on
the 6.973 km circuit, but also – at least for a

Chalet tents four metre above ground.

Poll position for team presentations.

short period – moved himself and his team
up to second place. The fact that they did not
stay there was not so much due to the rain,
but rather to the unpredictability of the weather. “In Spa there is always a little gambling
involved if you change to dry tyres too quickly,” said Ralf Schumacher. “Especially this
year because the track just would not dry up.
Nevertheless we chose this aggressive strategy and actually, thanks to it, we did quite
well.” Ralf’s achievement – to finish seventh –
was even more remarkable because it came
after no fewer than four pit stops.
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE

Top catering in a spacious Alu-Hall.

As well as applauding their driver’s performance, Toyota’s constructors were also very
successful. However this had less to do with
the cars on the track than with the construction work going on around it. What De Boer
managed to set up within just one week was
definitely worthy of a championship-winning
team. The Belgian Grand Prix is traditionally
of particular importance to Toyota. The team,
which is based in Cologne, considers Spa

something of a home Grand Prix, so traditionally invites its most important European partners including engineers and distributors to
attend. Toyota therefore set strict requirements regarding accommodation, entertainment and catering for its guests, which were
met by De Boer in a world-champion-like
manner.
WORLD-CHAMPION-LIKE PERFORMANCE BY DE BOER

Thanks to an excellent team performance and
a perfect set-up of Chalet tents (2 x 36 m2 and
2 x 64 m2) and various Alu Halls (1 x 1,500 m2,
1 x 600 m2 and 2 x 120 m2), a complete tented
village was created in no time. “The special
thing about this construction was not only the
very private and exclusive environment created,” says Patrick Creyf of De Boer Belgium.
“What was really spectacular was the fact
that the structures were set up on a platform
four metres high.” If this is a sign that the
Toyota team wants to reach even higher in
the future, De Boer will be happy to play its
part again this year!

COVERSTORY 01-2006
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THE SEEDS OF SUCCESS
The InnovAgri Grand Sud-Ouest 2005

The pyramids of Lycee d´Ondes.

The InnovAgri is the biggest and most
important exhibition of agricultural machinery in France. It has existed for more
than 20 years, and its success still continues to grow. Last year saw the first
InnovAgri Grand Sud-Oest, which is a
smaller and regional version of the wellknown show and which was set up for
the entire south of France. As a consequence it was hardly surprising that more
than 25,000 visitors turned up in Lycee
d´Ondes near Toulouse as the new event
made its debut.
On September 6th and 7th 2005, more than
100 exhibitors on 70 hectares of fair grounds
invited visitors to learn about the newest and
best in farming equipment and to gain closeup experience of the latest product innova-

A buzz of activity.

tions. The idea behind the event is for visitors
to see live exhibits in full action. As part of
this concept, every exhibitor rents two exhibition plots – the first to be used to present
their products; the second where tractors,
combine harvesters and other machinery can
show off their capabilities.
Because of the lively and pro-active character of the show the organisers decided to
work with partners who are at home in the
world of exhibitions and fairs. This meant that
it was the Parisian event agency Brandnewcoat, in cooperation with De Boer France,
who gave the InnovAgri Grand Sud-Ouest
an attractive and extremely dynamic flair. De
Boer’s facilities surpassed the usual standards with structures that included 80 Pyramid tents measuring 4 x 4 metres and 30

70 acres of fertile ground: The InnovAgri in Lycee d´Ondes.
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A tent in the fields.

Pyramid tents measuring 5 x 5 metres, one
20 x 30 metre De Boer Alu Hall, accommodating both the restaurant and the kitchen,
one 10 x 10 m and one 15 x 10 m Alu Hall serving as conference centre. There were also
many other tent solutions spread across the
exhibition grounds, providing points of interest whether visitors were seeking an informative conversation or a quick snack.
With both visitors and exhibitors emerging
from the show in Toulouse as winners, the
extremely satisfied organisers are determined
to use this successful concept again for similar events in the future. These are expected
to spring up all over France, with organisers
again co-operating with two strong partners,
who welcomed a six-year contract signed in
the aftermath of the show.

FRENCH STORY

CRAFTSMEN OF THE WORLD UNITE
De Boer at Les Artisanales in Chartres, France

Eight hundred
years ago a cathedral was
built in the
French town
of Chartres, 75 kilometres southwest of
Paris. Today this cathedral is part of
UNESCO’s World Cultural Heritage. In
Auguste Rodin’s words, “the most glorious cathedral of all” impresses with its
two spires, both over 100 metres high, its
37-metre vault and its gorgeous stained
glass windows. Thanks to these and many
other features, the cathedral bears witness to craftsmanship par excellence.
Even after 800 years the cathedral draws not
only lovers of architecture and culture. For
the 12th occasion the cathedral became the
setting for an exhibition for modern master
craftsmen. The event – known as Les Artisanales – attracted more than 80,000 visitors
to Chartres. From October 7th to 10th, 450
exhibitors from all over France seized the opportunity to visit “France’s biggest shop floor”
to give their audience deep insights into the
past, present and future of their trade. Thanks
to De Boer, the trade of tent building attracts
equal admiration. The master of temporary
architecture worked with the exhibition’s organiser Chatrexpo to erect a 7,276 m2 tent
where visitors had opportunities to receive
thorough and colourful product information
and to hear the views of more than 250 trades
and professions. But that was not all! The 6
Acropolis, 4 Alu Party tents, 3 Jumbo Halls
as well as an Olympia and a Chalet tent were
striking proof that occasionally even in an area
of World Cultural Heritage there is room for
new architectural highlights.

Les Artisanales – France’s biggest shop floor next to France’s most famous cathedral.

De Boer’s variety in form and design on the exhibition grounds in Chartres.

The master of temporary architecture knows his trade par excellence.

COVERSTORY 01-2006
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FEDERAL MERRIMENT
Visitors’ Day at the German Federal Chancellery

Berliners call it the “washing machine”. The media
mostly shows its exterior,
always using the same long
shot. So the German Federal Chancellery, the control room of
political power, is only present in the
minds of Germans as a stone symbol of
pompous metropolitan architecture – a
backdrop for TV news reports.
Once a year, however, this image is reversed.
It is the day the Federal Chancellor, the Federal Ministries and the Federal Press Office
invite the public in for a visit. Last year, it was
the August 27th and 28th, when the doors
of Germany’s most photographed building
were opened offering visitors an intriguing
glimpse behind the scenes along with a colourful programme of fun activities including
a wide range of music and entertainment.
In the park of the Federal Chancellery, three
activity areas were set up, where the central
themes of “Ideas Grow”, “Creating Opportunities” and “Teams Win“ were showcased.
In the “Ideas Grow” section “Made in Germany”-innovations such as luminous shirts,
acoustic cameras or multi-functional microalgae dazzled the visitors. In “Creating Opportunities” special emphasis was placed on
the education and care of the young and the
area managed to overcome some of the
prejudices against the compatibility of fam-

An interested (Ex-)Chancellor
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ily and career. The star of the show clearly
was the area “Teams Win” because here
everything was about “King Football”, who –
as everyone knows – will rule the country
and, in all probability, the whole world come
June 2006. Chancellor Gerhard Schröder
took the opportunity to stage a miniature
World Cup between different Berlin schools
in his gardens – great fun for those demonstrating their football skills but it also provided the opportunity for a serious message
about understanding values such as fairness
and tolerance.

Encounter of a special kind.

And to transform the Chancellery gardens
into a multi-functional complex organisers
turned to De Boer to construct facilities for
a technology centre, sports arena and entertainment park – without damaging the beautifully manicured lawns.
Colourful programme at the Chancellerypark.

Even ministers could still learn something.

De Boer’s specialist team rose to the challenge magnificently and provided a stunning
combination of 7 Acropolis, 7 Chalet and 8
Pyramid tents which, thanks to the use of
high load-bearing floors, did not need to be
anchored. The extensive infrastructure facilities provided by De Boer (power supply
and lighting) also left a memorable impression. So memorable, in fact, De Boer hopes
to be the one to prepare the political stage
for the 2006 event, which not only opens
doors but also opens up minds to new perspectives.

No matter if red, green, yellow or black – De Boer knows how to win votes.

GERMAN STORY

SIMPLY ELECTRIFYING
Electronics giant Gira celebrates centenary in Radevormwald

… and best entertainment!

metre Delta structure as centre-piece of the
festivities. A routine job for the tent specialist, one would think. However, because of the
characteristics of the local terrain De Boer
could not resort to using a crane for setting
the tent’s roof into position. This is why De

Give them a hand for 100 years of success …

When brothers Giersiepen from Radevormwald created their company one hundred years ago it is unlikely they knew
what a major impact their fledgling business would have on Germany’s electronics industry. By developing and marketing
the first tumbler switch, Gira embarked on
a journey which has revolutionised the
electrical industry through the development of their modular system and their
white rocker switches – setting standards
which, essentially, still apply today.

For an electrical giant like Gira a centenary
merits a high-voltage celebration and their
employees, wholesale dealers and associates were not disappointed as the company
fondly remembered past glories and looked
ahead to even more exciting developments
during the next one hundred years. Three
spectacular events were organised in the
architecturally sophisticated surroundings of
Gira’s headquarters. One of the organisers
of the sparkling celebrations, the Wuppertalbased event agency House of Events, commissioned De Boer to construct a 40 x 45

All united under one Delta roof.

Boer, without further ado, used its latest innovation, which could literally be looked upon:
By using the Delta lifting system, which has
proved successful at other prestigious projects, weighty problems can be solved without using cranes. In any way, a structure of
this size would not have been possible without the technical highlight of De Boer.

And everything according to the highest standards.

De Boer’s high-tech solution meant Gira’s
2,000 guests could enjoy fascinating events
that will live long in the memory.
COVERSTORY 01-2006
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HIGHLIFE IN BB CITY
The 125-year Jubilee of Bilfinger Berger

Welcome to Bilfinger Berger City.

Welcome to the 4,500 square metre tent world of De Boer.
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GERMAN STORY

When a construction company reaches its
125th year, the historic milestone must be
marked with a celebration. Bilfinger Berger, one of the top three construction companies in Germany, ensured its special
anniversary would be an occasion to remember. The company’s impressive success story has been built upon its unique
ability to spot new trends in time and thus
pave the way for future achievements.

“From a classic
construction company
to an international Multi
Service Group”
THE SUCCESS STORY OF
BILFINGER BERGER AG

From June 24th to 26th 2005 the latest chapter of this story took place on the “Maimarkt”
grounds in Mannheim, where 3,000 guests
assembled. Here, De Boer had put up a magnificent tent complex especially for the jubilee: The Bilfinger Berger City. A 4,500 m2
Delta structure, open on all sides, which during one week allowed visitors to experience
up close the construction giant’s past, present and future. Incidentally, this was also an
important event for De Boer because in Mannheim the “Delta-Lifting-System“ had its impressive premiere. The computer-controlled

Futuristically inspired.

The “quarters” – a famous meeting point with impressive surroundings.

hydraulic setup assistant lifted the roof to its
final height of 6 metres in only one hour, rendering the use of a truck crane obsolete. True
to its slogan “Ahead Of Our Time. Since
1880.” Bilfinger Berger presented itself on a
three-dimensional, walk-in, “city map“ which
provided guests with a completely novel
hands-on experience, spectacularly staged
by Frankfurt-based event agency Voss +
Fischer. The visitors passed through 4 different quarters – each representing one of the
Bilfinger Berger business sectors – in which
they could visit and admire famous Bilfinger
Berger constructions such as the National
Stadium Abuja or the Old Opera House in

Frankfurt, which stood under the technical
management of the BB subsidiary HSG. In
the spirit of building and management, these
quarters were also the stage for many different culinary and musical delights.

“From the political
stage to the dance
floor”

MINISTER-PRESIDENT
OETTINGER VISITS BB

Spectacularly put in scene.

Among the guests was Minister-President of
the state of Baden-Wuerttemberg Günther
Oettinger, who seized the opportunity to
stand in front of such a large audience and
despite the almost tropical temperatures
cranked up the heat on his election campaign. And when superstar Gloria Gaynor
appeared on the festively lit stage to sing her
smash hit “I Will Survive”, no one stayed in
their seats. Not even the esteemed MinisterPresident who chose to demonstrate his
skills on the crowded dance floor!
COVERSTORY 01-2006
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HI HO, HI HO, IT’S OFF TO THE
Festivities for the Würth Group’s

A toast to a cosmopolitan tent city.

Impressive: The De Boer’s Millennium Dome – one of a kind!
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FUTURE WE GO
60th anniversary

Würth – for sixty years on the road of success.

While relatively few people might have
heard of Künzelsau, this quiet little town
in Swabia – located in the south-west of
Germany – is home to a unique success
story. It was here in 1945 that the foundations of the Würth business empire were
laid. Today, having developed into a global leader in trade with connecting and
assembly technology, the company employs more than 48,000 people.
60 YEARS OF WÜRTH – 60 YEARS OF
INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS

The anniversary offered the perfect opportunity to organise the kind of event the people of Künzelsau had never previously experienced and which would long be remembered. But the origins of the event go back
many months. Even in January 2004, the Künzelsau-based agency marbet – in charge of
organising this enormous event – was already working hard. It had good reasons to,
knowing that by April 20th 2005, when the
festivities would commence, it would have to

Awesome: The Würth-Town in Künzelsau.

invite more than 22,000 guests, organise
appropriate facilities for such a large crowd
and book up to 42 hotels. It was a task that
it could hardly have mastered on its own. So
marbet set out to find partners who were familiar with events of this magnitude. And the
result of this was that De Boer was commissioned to provide the premises and facilities
to fit the occasion. Within just a few weeks
something was created that Künzelsau had
never seen before – a tented city of gigantic
proportions, covering 16,000 square metres,
including six Delta structures and with the
impressive Millennium Dome as its centrepiece. But the tent complex was not the only
remarkable feature. The many technical details provided by De Boer also greatly impressed the client.
A STAR AMONG STARS

And then on April 20th 2005 the 70th birthday of Prof. Reinhold Würth offered the perfect occasion to let the festivities surrounding the “Würth Dome” commence.

Former Minister-President Erwin Teufel clearly thought so too as he took the opportunity
to congratulate Mr Würth in person and to
award him the Grand Cross of the Order of
Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany.
But this was just the start. Further highlights
were to follow two days later. On April 22nd,
the day of the first official ceremony, Künzelsau briefly became the hub of the political
world as well as the world of celebrities.
2,400 guests – among them such luminaries
as (Ex-)Federal Chancellor Schröder, former
Federal President Roman Herzog and Minister-President Oettinger – didn’t miss the opportunity to pay their respects to such a superstar as the Würth Group.

Hot programme for the guests.

But this was not the only superstar of the
night, with none other than José Carreras
providing the musical accompaniment of the
evening – and even singing a personal serenade for Mr Würth. And when personalities
such as Franz Beckenbauer, Uwe Seeler and
Bud Spencer sent their greetings via video
screen the crowd went wild with applause.
Justus Frantz and his “Philharmonic of Nations” added to the impressive bill.
After a programme featuring more than 100
top-class acts, more than six tons of food
and drink being consumed and an audience
of more than 70,000 visitors, the Würth
tented city closed its doors on the evening
of May 1st confident that even more great
things are in store for Würth in the future.
COVERSTORY 01-2006
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BEYOND ALL DOUBT
The innovative Delta-Lifting System rises to the challenge

Solutions at the press of a button.

Nothing is so good as to have no room for
improvement – even the highly modular,
all-purpose Delta Structure with which De
Boer dazzles visitors at events all around
the world. So when our clients asked us
to erect Delta structures on difficult terrain unsuitable for cranes, we had to come
up with a new solution. Our answer: The
unique Delta-Lifting System.
Our patented hydraulic lifting system is an
innovation that allows the set-up of extensive
Delta tent structures in close and narrow locations. Whenever a crane cannot be put to
work, due to lack of room, the Delta Lifting

The Delta System is swiftly erected to its full height.
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De Boer’s award-winning Delta System.

System is the first choice. In this procedure,
the binders (equipped with hydraulic pumps)
are connected via tubes to the central control
panel. From here, the lifting is computer-controlled and supervised.
The set-up takes a maximum of two hours –
depending on the weather conditions – and
allows the implementation of a structure size
of up to 60 metres (width) by 100 metres
(length) without any problems. And all of this
is 100 % secured, a fact that even caused
sensation at Lloyd’s, an international leading
certifier and evaluator of quality, environment,
and work security management systems.

A clear span interior for all types of functions.

Look! No cranes.

CORPORATE STORY

VISIONS OF CHINA
Partnership opens up new market

Beijing Urban Construction Group

De Boer can boast many strengths, not
least the fact that it is at home anywhere
in the world. While its heart clearly remains in Europe – with the opening of
further sales offices enabling it to respond even more effectively to its customers’ future needs – the De Boer engine is also running at full speed in other
regions of the world. These include Asia,
into which the company is currently steering a dynamic path.
This is particularly evident in the Persian
Gulf, for example, where the office in Doha,
Qatar, has been pushing into this important
market for some time. Originally established
to offer structures for the Asian Games in
2006, the operation in Doha will take responsibility for the entire Gulf region. Of even
greater interest, however, is a market located
another 6,000 kilometres further east. A market that many companies consider to be the
market of the future: China – a growing market that offers great opportunities to all industry sectors.

An exciting new partnership: De Boer CEO Koos Tesselaar and BUCG Vice Managing Director Dong Bin.

Chinese market and creates a strong partnership from which both sides can only benefit.
De Boer will benefit from BUCG’s domination of the Chinese market while BUCG’s
engineers can learn from De Boer’s long experience that stretches back more than 80
years. The BUCG’s engineers are able to

gain in-depth insights of De Boer’s working
practices through training sessions and seminars being staged at different De Boer sites
across the world. The partnership provides
the first steps on a common path that definitely will not end with the opening of the
Olympic Games in 2008.

A STRONG PARTNER

To seize these great opportunities, De Boer
searched for a strong partner. And in the
Beijing Urban Construction Group it found
the perfect one. The state-owned BUCG is
not only China’s leading temporary structure
provider, but also the one assigned to equip
the Summer 2008 Olympic Games being
held in Beijing. This tie-up offers the perfect
conditions in which De Boer can enter the

Forbidden City concept as profiled for Olympic Games.
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AT THE HARBOUR OF HONOUR
SAIL 2005 in Amsterdam

A sea of lights: Bright atmosphere at the SAIL 2005

18
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Between August 17th and
22nd 2005, Amsterdam,
for the seventh time,
became home port for
one of the biggest
naval events in the
world. For six days,
20 tall ships, as well
as more than 500
classic sailing and
motor-powered ships, drew more than
2.5 million visitors to the harbour of the
Dutch metropolis. That is almost three
times the number of Amsterdam’s inhabitants. It was a great challenge for the
organisers, but also a “huge success” as
Mayor Cohen proudly proclaimed on the
final day of the mega event.
Norwegians, Russians, Ukrainians and Romanians – numerous fleets from all sorts of
different countries set sail for Amsterdam.
With the theme “Enjoy a World of Friendships”, a party was to start that did not only
gather vessels of all kinds, but also brought
people and cultures together from all over
the world. At the SAIL IN Parade alone, there
were more than 800,000 people present.
Also, the Dutch Royal Family were on hand

Stunning View

Densely crowded – ships from all over the world.

to pay their respects to the sailing culture
world heritage and thus made this a highlight
on the agenda of SAIL 2005.
De Boer provided highlights of a completely
different dimension. After all, it was important to provide points of orientation in this
sea of opportunities that spread out over an
area of 10,000 m2. By order of LOC7000
Events small and big Pyramids, Alu Hall and
Alu Party tents were set up all over the city
and on the SAIL grounds. They served as
islands of comfort, relaxation, retreat, infor-

mation, amusement, and last but not least as
islands of refreshment. For example, on Java
Island along the Harbour a transparent tent
was set up with an excellent view of the incoming sailing attractions. Not far from Central Station Amsterdam North was a whole
village of tents where numerous shops and
restaurants inspired a treasure hunt.
The SAIL 2005 – an event that set sail to hit
hearts. It only had a single flaw, if you can
call it that, the next SAIL won’t take place for
another five years.

Best view from inside the transparent De Boer tent.

COVERSTORY 01-2006
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PREMIUM TENT – PREMIUM BEER
Interbrew beer crates spend the winter in a De Boer warehouse

If a brewery business of the
size of Interbrew restructures over a very short period
of time its Western European
network reorganising its production facilities along with it,
smaller capacity bottlenecks
cannot always be avoided.
One of them occurred at the
Interbrew brewery in the Dutch town of
Dommelen, which in the process of the
reallocation of production volumes faced
the challenge to store beer that had
been produced in other sites in a way
that would keep it safe and dry through
the winter.

High, higher, Delta!

THE PROBLEM

The limited storage capacities of the brewery
in Dommelen required a storage room with
optimal conditions for the produced beer to
be stored over the winter.
THE SOLUTION

Dream job: warehouseman

Delta by De Boer. On a total area of 1,200 m2
a 30 x 40 metre Delta structure arose, fully
air-conditioned and equipped with an emergency lighting system as well as emergency

A lot of room for big lorries: The 1,200 square metre Delta at the De Boer warehouse.
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exits, providing with its 6 metre height the
ideal conditions to stack the pallets not only
horizontally but also on top of each other. A
temporary room solution, which wowed the
people of Interbrew to such an extent that
they decided on the spot to engage the services of De Boer for a period of eight months.
And De Boer complied with a premium warehouse for numerous Premium Pilsner brands
destined to quench the thirst of beer connoisseurs all over Europe.

DUTCH STORY

WELL RUN – WELL DONE
De Boer at the ING Marathon in Amsterdam

For many, a distance of 26.2 miles is already a definite challenge on a bicycle.
The young Ethiopian Haile Gebrselassie
ran this distance. He ran it in 2 hours, 6
minutes, and 20 seconds, which is hard
to achieve even for the average cyclist.
And so it comes as no surprise that Gebrselassie won last year’s ING Marathon
in Amsterdam and with his time also set
a new record for this track.

The Panorama Dome – a magnet for the audience

stadium within the stadium was to be set up.
Thus the world’s leading provider of rental
structures set up a completely glassed and
architecturally stunning Panorama Dome.
The 514 square metre structure in the middle
of Amsterdam’s Olympic Stadium became
the centre of general interest for everyone.

Clear view of clear advantages!

There were many other record-breaking highlights on the weekend of October 15th and
16th such as the number of participants
which reached an all-time high with 20,000.
De Boer was also once more called upon at
this sportive weekend and proved to be in
top condition. Prior to these eventful days, a

A description that can be taken literally because the Panorama Dome was again and
again in the centre of events. Initially, NOC
president Erica Terpstra inaugurated the Olympic Experience Museum Amsterdam in the
Panorama Dome on October 15th . The day
after that, the Dome became point of interest
at yet another highlight in the course of
events. Parallel to the main event, the Management Relay, newly started by ING took

Small Talk – Big Business.

place for the first time last year. An exclusive
business-to-business running event where
various companies competed against each
other in teams of six. Proving true team spirit, the marathon distance was divided up
among the team members.
Apart from one or two new business contacts made by the managers before or after
the relay, the ING Marathon also offered a
platform for diverse culinary and musical
highlights. UNICEF also had the chance to
present a new fundraising campaign concerning the education for children from the
poorest countries.

Business was a huge success.

Marathon is a sport where not only the direct
participants are in action. De Boer contributed to the fact that everything went well at
this first-class event. Once again, well run –
well done.
COVERSTORY 01-2006
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THREE, TWO, ONE … ERIKS!
Dutch Distribution Company celebrates TECHNIVENT in De Boer Alu Hall

Hydraulics and pneumatics, measuring
and propulsion technology, sealing and
fluid technology, logistics systems, you
name it – ERIKS has the proper parts, the
proper service, the proper solutions for
every technical task. Because ERIKS is
not just any run-of-the-mill technical distribution company for high-standard industrial components. It is one of the leading companies worldwide. And ERIKS still
continues to grow. In its Dutch location
in Alkmaar it does so in three directions:
First there is the new office building, then
there is an even bigger warehouse and
last but not least an absolutely up-to-theminute logistics centre.

… the world of manufacturing responded!

The distributive trade group called out ...

This offered a more than perfect reason to
celebrate the recent growth with an event of
appropriate size. An event that between October 11th and 13th 2005 drew more than
2,300 visitors to Alkmaar.

just a technical exhibition. For the numerous
ERIKS employees, it was above all a magnificent celebration, and at its heart was the
opening of the new office building. Lest the
two centres of attraction be too far away from
each other, De Boer was commissioned to
erect the mobile tent as close to the new
building as possible.
WHY MOVE CLOSE,

THE LOCATION

IF YOU CAN MOVE CLOSER?

A 3,400 square metre aluminium structure
by De Boer. Here, 55 exhibitors presented
the latest developments and achievements
in the world of technical engineering. But the
TECHNIVENT 2005 was much more than

That is what De Boer thought and linked its
tent structure directly up to the new building.
That way the stage was set for an event
where cutting-edge technology and exuberant celebrations could mingle once again.

The Chalet Entree.

De Boer’s Alu Hall offers an exhibition area of more than 3,400 square metre.
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PERFORMANCE ON LUSH GREEN
Panorama Dome celebrates Holland debut during the Van Lanschot Masters

Golf is still far from being the Volkswagen
among sports, but then again, it is no
longer the privilege of the upper crust. A
growing fan community is getting into the
sporty-dynamic stroll over hills and meadows. If you have struck a golf ball before,
you already know how quickly you can
escape every day stress even on foot.
Golfing is relaxing and entertaining; there
is always time for a conversation and, not
uncommonly, for business.
This is a known fact that is true for leisure
golf just as much as for ambitious golf tournaments – such as the Van Lanschot Masters, which have already been organised for
the second time last year by the homonymous bank on the grounds of “De Batouwe”
in the Dutch Zoelen. From September 11th
to 13th a total of 3,000 guests, customers
and business partners were invited to test
their golf skills and enjoy a highly communicative time out in the open. Or, to be more
precise, partly out in the open, because after
all, almost 2,800 square metres of the golf
park were covered. Covered with a roof that
guarantees an atmosphere where guests
could celebrate, make contacts and simply
enjoy themselves to the fullest.
The De Boer tent village consisting of 4 Alu
Halls, 7 Chalet tents and – for the first time
on Dutch grounds – the fully glassed 514
square metre Panorama Dome provided completely packed contact points before, during
and after the sportive, artistic and charitable
highlights. And all this not only thanks to the

Breath-taking (in-)sights: De Boer’s Panorama Dome.

All paths lead to…the Panorama Dome.

Panorama Dome’s breath-taking architecture
but also because of the interesting events
that took place under its roof. A special force
of attraction for the audience, for example,
was the Monique Collignon Fashion Show.
Also, the charity auction of the Johan Cruyff
Foundation hit the spot and collected EUR
100,000 for children with disabilities. Another highlight was the so-called “golf chal-

Landscapes for passions: The De Boer Ensemble at the Golf Park “De Batouwe”.

lenge” where football player Marco van Basten showed that his exceptional skills are not
limited to the big leather ball.
The Van Lanschot Masters 2005 – definitely a brilliant performance on lush green. And
since green is the colour of hope, there is
good reason to believe that De Boer will
once more be in the game for 2006.

Ready, Caddy, go!
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HEAD FOR THE FUTURE
City Council of Parla opens an exhibition centre for new tramway service

A new tram is expected no later than 2007.

Looking towards the future: Delta by De Boer.
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service will not only connect the citizens of
Parla with the capital but also with the future,
because the new tram runs on its own rails,
separated from the rest of the traffic. And it
does so at least twice as fast as any other
means of transportation, carrying 5 times as
many passengers as a conventional city bus
and 175 times as many as a car. On top of
that, the new tram also outruns its competition when it comes to protecting the environment. For one thing it does not pollute the air
and for another it moves almost silently.

Futuristic ambience.

It is state-of-the-art, ecologically sound
and unbelievably fast. It can take up to
220 people at a time safely and on time
to their jobs or leisure destinations. It is
the fifth of its kind in Spain and is the
pride of the City Council. It is the shooting
star in the sky of public transportation
just below the Spanish capital. And although it won’t take up its groundbreaking services until spring 2007, for the
150,000 inhabitants of the Madrid suburb
Parla it is already becoming palpable.
On Ocotber 23th, Parla’s new tramway was
unveiled to its future passengers with an
exhibition that opened its doors to the public
in the centre of the suburb 37 km southwest
of Madrid and will run until May 2006. This

Opposites attract! This also applies to architecture.

Altogether perfect reasons for the citizens of
Parla to learn about their new means of transportation on the Plaza de la Guardia Civil.
The spacious premises, a 300 square metre

Delta structure by De Boer, provided the perfect setting to let visitors get a glimpse of
tomorrow’s mobile future.
For this event, the customer chose Delta by
De Boer for a reason. The futuristic structure
impresses hosts and guests both visually
and architecturally. And thanks to its modular
structure (5 x 5 metre modules), the best use
could be made of the square area of the
Plaza de la Guardia Civil. For De Boer, at any
rate, the presentation in Parla was a premiere, as it was the first time the “Delta” had
been erected on the Iberian Peninsula! Having been set up in only two days, this mobile
solution will remain among Parla’s attractions
until April 2006.

Everyone shows interest.

Next stop: The Future
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SECURITY NEEDS RELIABILITY
De Boer at the NATO EAPC Security Forum

The EAPC – the Euro-Atlantic Partnership
Council of NATO – holds an annual Security Forum at which delicate international
and political security issues are discussed
by high-ranking ministers and security
experts. Security and organisational precautions were high as the EAPC came to
the Swedish town of Åre from May 24th to
25th. For the meeting brought into the far
north not only large delegations from 46
NATO and associated countries, but also
a very large number of journalists.

High security wing in the far north.

much larger, more professional and, above
all, warmer solution. So we set out to find a
more experienced partner.” The fact that they
found De Boer was not very surprising, but
all the more convincing.

HEATED DEBATES
AT LOW TEMPERATURES

The organisers were faced with unexpected
problems when last year’s May turned out to
be unusually cold in the northern regions of
Sweden. “We were utterly surprised both at
the number of visitors and at the extremity of
the weather,” says project manager Markus
Sollenberg. “At first we had commissioned
a smaller company to erect a relatively simple
press tent right next to the hotel. But then
almost overnight the organisational framework changed and we suddenly needed a

Security is an issue for everyone.
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All of Europe covered by one De Boer roof.

POLITICAL SUMMIT
IN WARMER CLIMATE

The comfortable, air-conditioned 3,500 m2
tent set up by De Boer not only withstood the
extreme weather conditions; the integrated
interpreter cabins, television studios, conference rooms and offices along with a cafeteria also provided the congregated international press representatives with an ideal
working environment. In the words of Markus
Sollenberg: “I very much doubt that any of
the assembled journalists even noticed that
they were in a tent. An outstanding performance by De Boer, with whom I am sure we
will do business again in the future.”

The answer to all questions: The fully air-conditioned press centre.

SWEDISH STORY

A STRONG CONNECTION
Festive inauguration of the new Svinesund Bridge joining Norway and Sweden

Just a little more than 100 years ago, Norwegians and Swedes were at loggerheads with one another. Only after the
peace treaty of 1905, the situation in the
far north approached something like normality again. They got to know each other
more and more, learned to accept one
another, but never did so without showing
their respective neighbour his limitations.
Boundaries still exist. Only that today,
they have a rather binding nature. After
all, Norwegians and Swedes have one
thing in common: They are Scandinavian
brothers, who become closer with age.
A HANDSHAKE 92 METRES ABOVE
SEA LEVEL

An especially binding event took place on
June 10th almost 100 years after the peace
treaty. The occasion was the festive opening
of the New Svinesund Bridge that joins the
neighbouring states – a unique and impressive structure that arches across a fjord for
704 metres. Until that day, this fjord could
only be crossed via an ancient, if venerable,
bridge that should have been exhibited in an
architectural museum a long time ago. Equally impressive was the celebration of this significant bridging. The Norwegian and Swedish royal couples were on hand for the traditional cutting of the inauguration ribbon at
this momentous event with royal glamour.

HIGH LIFE ON MORE THAN 3,500 M 2

The great number of visitors was proof of
how eagerly both sides of the fjord had been
awaiting this new connection. There were
more than 5,000 people all ready to participate in the festivities and to enjoy the truly
royal programme of events. Ranging from
sports activities like a bridge run and numerous show and music acts to exhibitions of
renowned Norwegian and Swedish companies, the inauguration event was a catalyst
for high spirits and great entertainment.
“When this many people get together to celebrate this fantastic structure, everyone
should feel comfortable and at home,” says
Hans Lundberg, project manager for the inauguration. “We are glad and proud to have
found De Boer as our partner, who played a
key role in the smooth flow of events and in
making it a true success.”

Across the fjord: The new Svinesund Bridge.

And indeed, the mobile room solutions that
De Boer set up on more than 3,500 square
metres were jam-packed. Whether in the Alu
Party or the Pyramid Tent or in the spacious
Alu and Jumbo Hall structures, all tents transmitted the extraordinary good mood everyone was in. High above the fjord and far
above all expectations.

Noble visitors: The Swedish and Norwegian royal couples.

Wild goings-on high up in the air: De Boer’s temporary room solutions provided lots of space.
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HAIL OR SLEET, FLOORBALL FOR SWEDES
Swedish community opts for De Boer’s mobile gym concept

You don’t know Floorball yet? But you do
know ice hockey. So just subtract the
skates and the ice, reduce the physical
nature of the game a little bit, replace the
hard rubber puck with a perforated plastic ball, and voila – you’ve got the new and
exciting sport trend that is growing ever
more popular in Sweden and elsewhere.
But Sweden is the cradle of Floorball
(also known as uni-hockey). It first appeared in the early 1970s, which is why
there is an entire Floorball culture including not only clubs and leagues, but also
a highly competitive championship.

Floorball: Similar to Ice Hockey, just a little trendier!

EVERY CHAMPIONSHIP

MOBILE SPACES –

NEEDS A HOME

DE BOER’S SOLUTION

And providing this home was the problem
facing the small community of Sollentuna,
just 15 kilometres outside of Stockholm. To
stage these annual championships, they
needed one crucial element – a gymnasium
suitable for Floorball. Sollentuna’s old gym
had recently fallen victim to the demolition
ball. And the construction of a new one
would be costly and above all time-consuming. So what was the solution?

After many economical considerations the community
decided to take the next step
and contact the largest supplier of mobile space solutions in the world. Within as
little as two months a mobile gym
solution arose before the gates of
Stockholm that is still causing reverberations
throughout the land. This fully operational all-

1,200 square metres in size, all-weather resistant and fully equipped – that is Sollentuna’s temporary gym.
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weather gym measuring 1,200 m2
has a full range of facilities including changing rooms and
lots of space where new fast
and exciting sports like Floorball can be pursued!
The Sollentuna community definitely showed great enthusiasm
and signed a 2-year leasing contract with De Boer, including the option to
extend the lease.

BRITISH STORY

A ROYAL CELEBRATION
Crowds salute Trafalgar anniversary

In 1805, the battle of
Trafalgar sealed England’s naval supremacy over Spain and
France. And the canons of that victorious
day were destined to
have repercussions
even into the 21st
century. Last year has
seen the 200th anniversary of that battle,
providing the perfect occasion for Great
Britain to honour Lord Nelson’s historic
victory. This has meant a plethora of festivals and events, which started in Portsmouth harbour last summer and have
since spread out to put the entire island
under their spell.
The anniversary has without doubt provided
the most spectacular event that the United
Kingdom has seen last year. What started
with a formal celebration in Portsmouth on
June 28th reached its climax on October
21th. On this very day 200 years earlier, the
Emperor Napoleon saw a naval prelude to
the events that he would witness on land ten
years later before the gates of Waterloo. He
suffered a crippling defeat at the hands of
the English fleet under the command of Admiral Horatio Nelson – a battle that made
Lord Nelson one of the United Kingdom’s
greatest national heroes.

The Union Jack up high in the sky …

HISTORIC EVENT WITH ROYAL POMP

“AN EVENT OF THE HIGHEST PRIORITY

Those congregating for the opening of the
anniversary celebrations in Portsmouth included a strong royal presence. Firstly there
was the Royal Family, represented by Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, Prince Charles
and Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall, who paid
their respects to the hero and to the battle.
Secondly, the Royal Navy, represented by
160 war and merchant ships, once again
brought the historic victory to life against a
background of deafening applause and the
spectacle of a gigantic fireworks display. And
last but not least De Boer – the king of mobile tent solutions – provided a setting that
was more than worthy for the occasion,
where guests and staff could truly celebrate,
enjoy, relax, observe and eat like kings.

AND HIGHEST PRESTIGE”
John Cochrane, Sales Director, De Boer UK

With two 25 x 75 m Double Decker structures
(one of them with a lookout platform), one
30 x 90 m Jumbo Hall and numerous other
accommodation solutions, De Boer was able
to provide the appropriate international flair
for an event of national importance.
“This was an event of record-breaking dimensions, an event of the highest priority and
highest prestige, witnessed on TV screens
around the world. It fills us with great pride
to have been granted the privilege to be a
part of this historic event,” says John Cochrane of De Boer UK.

… and a stunned audience at the beach!
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IN THE FAST LANE
A1 launch for Brands Hatch

Impressive: De Boer’s spacious room solutions at the A1 Grand Prix.

Legendary: Brands Hatch has enthused race and motor sport fans from all over the world since 1926.
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Or New Zealand against
Australia. Or Italy against
Brazil. The championship’s
launch, from September 22nd to
25th, saw tens of thousands of people
swarming to Brands Hatch to see vehicles
of up to 520 bhp – and painted in national
colours – racing along the 4.3 km track.
THEY CAME, THEY SAW –
AND BRAZIL WON

Inside the green, yellow and blue cockpit of
the Brazilian team was a man with a wellBrands Hatch – a name that remains in
the heart of every motor racing fan. Since
1926 this legendary track, situated in the
English county of Kent, has been a symbol of racing excitement and tradition.
Between 1964 and 1986 this challenging
circuit, southeast of London, hosted numerous Formula 1 races. In the autumn
of 2005 the motor racing world returned
to Brands Hatch – this time for the start
of a new, breath-taking championship,
the A1 Grand Prix Series.
The A1 Grand Prix Series is motor sport’s
answer to football’s World Cup. It is not
about individual drivers or automotive manufacturers fighting for the title. Here, 25 nations compete in 12 races staged across the
world. This means it is not Schumacher racing Raikkonen, nor Ferrari against Mercedes,
but Germany against Finland.

established a
winner. And another was soon to be
found.
WINNING PERFORMANCE BY THE
DE BOER TEAM

The De Boer team, too, gave an outstanding
performance. “Even though we have provided
the space solutions for various important motor sport events in the past, it was a big challenge and honour for us to witness the launch
of an event as dynamic and exciting as the

A convincing performance also outside the track.

known name whose goal was to stamp his
personal mark on the series’ debut. And so
it was that Nelson Piquet Jr., son of the legendary three-times Formula 1 world champion, was the first in the event to see the
black and white chequered flag of Brands
Hatch, 22 years after his father had tasted
success on the same circuit. Thus the opening race of the world cup
series that Sheik Maktoum brought to life
had already

A1 Grand Prix Series,” says De Boer Project
Manager Emma Trice. In only 11 days the
3,500 m2 tent was built, offering not only spacious quarters, sponsor lounges and crew
catering areas but also all reception areas as
well as the paddocks. It was an impressive
construction, which was dismantled and
shipped out again in only five days. After all,
the next racing circuit, the Eurospeedway in
Germany, was already awaiting the 25 national teams – and was ready for De Boer to
offer another speedy performance.

COVERSTORY 01-2006
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FROM THE ASHES
“Unbelievable” response to bakery blaze

De Boer overcame extremely tight deadlines – and beat the worst of the terrible
weather – to supply a temporary replacement for a huge Scottish bakery destroyed by fire.

The ashes …

The group was called on following the destruction of the Aulds factory located close
to Glasgow Airport in Inchinnan, Renfrewshire, in mid-September. The blaze destroyed
the original premises, which provided frozen
desserts to a range of food service companies as well as snack products to high-profile
supermarket groups such as Tesco and
Sainsbury’s.

The Phoenix: A top modern temporary production site.

factory could be built over an 18-month period. Working on behalf of RM Consulting –
Aulds’ building surveyors and structural engineers – De Boer sourced and co-ordinated
around a dozen sub-contractors which tackled work such as flooring, cladding, ventilation and water supply.
After only 4 weeks production is running again.

However, the 210-strong Aulds staff were
able to return to their workplace within weeks
of the fire after De Boer provided 2,250 m2
of temporary accommodation – including offices, cold storage areas, laboratory, a test
kitchen, a clean production area, goods-in
and goods-out facilities, changing rooms, a
grill room and toilets. Following initial design
and preparation work, it took less than four
weeks from the first section of flooring being
laid until the completed premises were handed over to the client.

you are spending huge amounts of money to
save an ongoing business you need to have
confidence in the company you are dealing
with. De Boer gave us that confidence from
day one.” He added: “We are amazed that
anybody can build a building in this space of
time. When they said initially that they could
do it we had huge disbelief that it could be
done. It was quite unbelievable that in just
five weeks somebody could design and build
a replacement to a building that had taken
20 months to create.”

According to Aulds’ managing director Alan
Marr, the time pressures to create a temporary replacement factory were immense. “We
did talk to a couple of potential competitors
but De Boer came to us with the experience
that they had done this before,” he said. “They
were able to prove they could do it. When

With as many as 70 workers on site each
day, De Boer created the temporary facilities on grassland at the back of the burnt-out
factory. Using a Delta Structure as the centrepiece, the company provided a workplace
that would accommodate Aulds staff while
a permanent replacement for the destroyed
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According to De Boer’s Business Development Manager Mical de Boer: “The work we
have carried out for Aulds has really set a
new standard within the industry because
the design and build specifications have
been so high and the work carried out within such a tight timeframe.”

Relieved: Alan Marr and Donald Burt.
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SHOW MUST GO ON
Motor dealership‘s driving ambition

A Mercedes Benz car dealership in England faced a great challenge when it was
forced out of its showrooms during extensive renovations. How could customers be served in a comfortable environment and with the company’s well-known
standards of quality while the necessary
reconstruction was taking place?
The challenge was gloriously mastered by
De Boer with a temporary solution that quickly turned the construction area in Chelmsford, Essex, into a prestigious showroom and
thus guaranteed business as usual.
KITZBÜHEL GOES TO CHELMSFORD

The heart of De Boer’s solution was a 10 x 25
metre Kitzbühel structure that was perfect
for the role, not only because of its six-metre
glass front but also its stunning interior. The
structure featured lavishly designed visitor
cloakrooms, luxurious sanitary facilities, a
double heating and ventilation system and a
superb lighting system.
It was a solution worthy of presenting the
noble brand of cars and the array of point-

Best spotlight for the great star.

Except the weather everything was brilliant: The temporary Mercedes-Benz Showroom in Chelmsford.

of-sale products. “Everything that SGB Rovacabin and De Boer made possible within
such a short time has even exceeded our
already high expectations by far,” says Mike
Lishmann, manager of the dealership. That’s

understandable. After all, while the new permanent facilities were being created behind
the scenes, the “De Boer Showroom” ensured that the Mercedes Benz vehicles remained the centre of attention.

Big, bright, and pleasant: Business goes on as usual at the prestigious sales room.
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ON YOUR MARKS, GET SET, DE BOER!
De Boer builds the Holland Heineken House in Turin
When Dutch Olympic competitors win
medals at the 2006 Winter Games, it will
be celebrated in exuberance. Traditionally, this takes place at the Holland Heineken House, the ultimate meeting point for
Dutch athletes, fans and media. And once
again – just like last time in Athens – De
Boer will realise the Holland Heineken
House, right next to the skating rink.
FROM THE PUTTING GREEN TO TURIN

Golf has been a contributing factor to secure
this prestigious sports event. The Van Lanschot Masters witnessed De Boer’s latest
pride in temporary accommodation, the innovative and luxurious Panorama Dome.
This exclusive eye-catcher did not go unnoticed – beer brewer Heineken was so impressed by the top-class, glass panelled

Cheers! De Boer to supply refreshing structures for Heineken.

Panorama, that Wouter Zick (Managing Director of De Boer) could announce the good
news even before the end of the golf tournament. Apart from the 514 m2 of the Panorama,

De Boer will construct a 2,250 square meter
Jumbo-Hall in Turin. The Jumbo will house a
Double Decker as a restaurant, various Aluminium Halls and Chalet-tents.

CORPORATE OUTLOOK

BIGGER, BETTER, BARCELONA!
The 3GSM World Congress will be held in 2006 for the first time in Barcelona
The 3GSM World Congress is the prime
event of an booming industry. Last year
the Congress’s gates opened in Cannes
for the last time because what this kind
of event needs more than anything else
for the future is more space!
MOBILE WORLD CHANGES LOCATION

The event in 2006 will take place for the first
time in Barcelona, a city that, having hosted
the summer Olympic Games in 1992, has
definitely stepped up the ladder to join the
world league of boom towns. From February
13th to 16th 2006, completely new event
perspectives will open up to the mobile world
at the foot of Mont Juic.
DE BOER MOVES WITH THE FLOW

About 34,000 visitors are going to make the
3GSM World Congress 2006 one of the
34 COVERSTORY 01-2006

Barcelona beckons for De Boer.

most important congress events in Spain.
These visitors will include high-ranking representatives from 171 countries as well as
senior executives of leading companies such
as Orange, O2, Vodafone, Siemens, Nokia,
Eriksson, Sony, Lucent and Telefónica. De

Boer España will – through Button Group
Plc – respond to the growing demand for additional catering, accreditation and hospitality facilities, using (among others) a doubledeck Delta structure measuring 3,000 m2.
http://www.3gsmworldcongress.com
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INSIGHT 2006
New year, new events
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE DE BOER TOUR 2006

FARNBOROUGH AIRSHOW | 17. – 23.07.2006

Once again De Boer will be playing a key role
at the premier event in the global aerospace
calendar — Farnborough International. The
contract, which builds upon a successful
working relationship between De Boer and
the Airshow dating back nearly a decade, will
involve the supply of approximately 90,000

square metres of structures to create the
world’s largest temporary exhibition venue.
Exhibitors and aircraft from as far as Brazil,
Saudi Arabia, Canada and Ukraine attend
the biennial event, together with the sector’s
leading companies.
http://www.farnborough.com

VOLVO OCEAN RACE, ROTTERDAM | JUNE 2006

The Volvo Ocean Race is considered to be
the world’s toughest sailing regatta. Held
every four years and divided into nine legs,
participants sail for nine months around the
world. Last year seven teams will cover more
than 32,250 nautical miles in order to bring
the extremely treasured trophy home during

the great finale. In June 2006, De Boer will
supply two storm-resistant structures for the
ABN AMBRO Bank.

http://www.volvooceanrace.org

OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES, TORINO

Being part of it is everything. When the Olympic spirit blows through Torino and over the
Alps from February 10th until February 26th,
2006, De Boer will be there too. Not only for
its client Heineken, but also for many other
clients, who have made sure that more than
10,000 m2 of Olympic ground will be roofed

inside aluminum halls, and with pyramid, chalet and double-decker tents. At any rate, De
Boer is quite happy, about the many commissions and about being able to see the numerous athletes, who will be there to celebrate
victories in a snow-white landscape of tents
and recharge themselves.

PRIX D´AMERIQUE VINCENNES | 29.01.2006

Traditionally, on the last Sunday of January,
the international trotter elite meet at the Hippodrome in Paris-Vincennes for the legendary Marionnaud America Cup. Besides the
pros in sulkies and the impressive horse
power, De Boer’s solutions for space will
once again make an impression, from where

high society will enjoy the marvellous view of
the participants on the race court.

For further information please refer to:
www.cheval-francais.com

2006 FIFA WORLD CUP GERMANY TM | 09.06. – 09.07.2006

After four long years the eyes of the world will
focus on Germany this summer as football’s
greatest competition takes centre stage. The
FIFA World Cup kicks off on June 9th, 2006.
Twelve stadiums across Germany will host
matches that will be viewed by billions of people across the globe. For visitors to this mag-

nificent football extravaganza, organisers in
Germany have set the highest standards for
hospitality. From the opening game right
through to the final, guests of iSe-Hospitality
will enjoy the action at various venues within
De Boer‘s mobile room solutions.
Find out more soon!
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HI HO, HI HO, IT’S OFF
TO THE FUTURE WE GO

AUSTRIA
Office Salzburg
Zeltverleih De Boer GmbH
Reichenhaller Straße 10b
5020 Salzburg
Austria
Phone: +43 662 848899
Fax:
+43 662 842581

Phone: +31 72 75011-00
Fax:
+31 72 75011-99
E-Mail: international@deboer.com

Office Vienna
Zeltverleih De Boer GmbH
Am Fischhof 3
1010 Wien
Austria

THE NETHERLANDS
De Boer Tenten B.V.
Laanenderweg 11, 1812 PW Alkmaar
P.O. Box 446, 1800 AK Alkmaar
The Netherlands

Phone: +43 1 740405-778
Fax:
+43 1 740405-779

Phone: +31 72 5400-444
Fax:
+31 72 5400-214
E-Mail: info@deboer.com
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Motor dealership‘s driving ambition
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GAME, SET AND MATCH

Crowds salute Trafalgar anniversary
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Legends thrill tennis fans
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